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Abstract

We propose a set of multiresolution features for tex�
ture description� Image smoothing at multiple scales us�
ing the fast smoothing B�spline transform is performed
and a number of features� such as the local area� the nor�
mal vector dispersion and the gradient orientation� are
computed from each scale� A simple disparity function
is applied to assess the discriminative power of these fea�
tures with comparison to other texture methods� Being
e�ective even for small observation windows� the pro�
posed features are suitable for high�resolution texture
segmentation�

� Introduction

Texture is an important element in vision and has
been analysed in its own right for the last three decades
by researchers in computer vision� Several measures of
texture have been used to discriminate between di�erent
objects and to segment scenes� Many researchers have
focused on texture features such as coarseness� �linelike�
ness�� contrast� regularity� disorder� directionality� com�
plexity� busyness� strength etc� Tamura et al ��	 and
more recently Rao and Lohse �
	� in an attempt to �nd
a general description common to all Brodatz textures�
considered a large set of high�level features and found
a strong correlation between certain features in this set
�e�g�� linearity and directionality� Both concluded that
the most signi�cant features turned out to be coarseness�
contrast and directionality� It still remains� however� to
decide upon the computational measures that can be
used to quantify these features�

In this work we propose such a set of texture mea�
sures� This consists of the area of the image surface� the
gradient direction� the vector dispersion and the grey
level at each pixel of the image� All of these measures
are computed at di�erent degrees of smoothing� Such
a multiresolution approach �see also ���� �	 is justi�ed
by the fact that texture has scale dependent properties�
The �disparity� measure used to test the homogeneity
�or closeness between a pair of regions is base on the
Kolmogorov�Smirnov distance� Experiments with Bro�
datz textures and comparison with three other texture

description techniques �Laws �lters� Gabor �lters and
Gaussian MRF model demonstrate the e�ectiveness of
the proposed feature set�

� The proposed set of texture features

As it should already be clear� our intention is to use a
small set of features which captures the basic properties
used by humans ��� 
	 for texture discrimination� i�e��
coarseness� directionality and contrast� The procedure
to compute our texture features is the following�

Initially� the image intensity �eld is approximated by
a number of B�spline surfaces using the fast smoothing

B�spline transform �see appendix� Given this B�spline
analytical representation� it is quite easy to compute
estimates of the surface area� the gradient direction� the
normal vector dispersion and the smoothed grey level at
each pixel� The normal vector dispersion �see ��	� p��
�
is a measure of how dispersed the unit vectors normal
to the image surface are in a neighbourhood �say 
� 

around the given pixel� It takes values close to � for
even surfaces and close to � for very rough surfaces�

These four features can be computed at any scale
of smoothing �determined by a smoothing coe�cient �

providing four �feature images� y�i�� � i � �� ���� � for each
scale� We found that smoothing at three di�erent scales
is� in general� adequate to describe most Brodatz tex�
tures�

Clearly� texture characterises regions and not indi�
vidual pixels� Using the precalculated �feature images�
we can easily compute the �rst order statistics �i�e�� his�
tograms for each feature in any region �of any shape in
the image� The histograms of �surface area� and �vec�
tor dispersion� indicate how coarse or �ne a texture is
at a given smoothing scale� The histogram of the gradi�
ent direction �from �� to ���� denotes the predominant
directions if any �a �at histogram corresponds to a non�
directional texture� Finally� the grey level and surface
area statistics characterise the contrast of the texture�

There is� however� a strong correlation between any

two features y�i��� and y
�i�
��

of the same type at two dif�
ferent scales� A simple way to reduce this correlation

is to use di�erential features y
�i�
d��

� y
�i�
��
� y

�i�
��

More�



over� these di�erential features carry information about
the cross�scale behaviour of textures which is often very
important for texture discrimination� We found experi�
mentally that the introduction of di�erential features for
the surface area and the smoothed intensity� generally�
improves the discriminative capability of our set� On
the other hand� for the gradient direction and the vec�
tor dispersion� the di�erential features cannot be said to
a�ect this capability in a positive way�

It should be stressed that our ultimate goal is un�
supervised image segmentation and not simply texture
classi�cation and in order to achieve accurate segmen�
tations at high resolution we need to use features that
can be both computed reliably in irregularly shaped re�
gions and also perform reasonably well when computed
in small regions� For instance� spatial frequency meth�
ods as the Fourier power spectrum can only be computed
in rectangular blocks and thus are not preferred�

In section � we compare the performance of the pro�
posed feature set with three other texture description
approaches� �a The Laws masks ��	 of size � � � to
demonstrate that even a small set of � features �at
one scale only can characterise texture better than the
much larger set of the �� Laws masks� �b The even
symmetric Gabor �lters �see ��	 with � orientations
and � frequencies� and �c The Gaussian Markov Ran�
dom Field �GMRF model which is a popular method to
model textured random �elds and has been extensively
used in the context of unsupervised segmentation �see
���� �� �	� This comparison shows the more consistent
behaviour of our features and an ability to characterise
a much larger range of textures� Moreover� another ad�
vantage of our method with respect to the GMRFmodel
is that the maximum likelihood estimates of the GMRF
parameters cannot easily be calculated in irregular re�
gions� while the computation of the pseudo�likelihood
estimates is signi�cantly more expensive than the sim�
ple computation of feature histograms �as in our case�

In our experiments� we observed that we can achieve
a signi�cant improvement in texture discrimination abil�
ity when we include second order statistics of the �
features in our set� More speci�cally� for each pixel
site s� we consider a neighbourhood Ns and for each
�feature image� y�i� we �nd the absolute di�erence

z
�i�
r � jy�i�s �y

�i�
s�r j� �r � Ns� Thus� for each neighbour r

and for each feature �i we can �nd the histogram of z
�i�
r

and use it as an additional feature� Using this method�
however� the number of features increases excessively�
We attempted to reduce their number by considering
groups of neighbours� forming �rings� of increasing size�
For instance� when referring to the 
�
 neighbourhood
of �g� � we compute three second order histograms cor�
responding to the neighbours labelled with �� � and ��
Thus� their number reduces from �� to only ��

� The disparity function

Many successful texture classi�cation methods use a
large number of �typically correlated features �such as
those calculated by the co�occurence matrices or local
linear transforms and then apply a feature space trans�
formation in order to select a new feature space space
of small dimensionality with the best possible discrim�
inative power� However� this feature space transforma�
tion is texture dependent and requires the calculation of
covariance matrices for the textures� When the task in
hand is unsupervised segmentation� where training sam�
ples are not available� the calculation of the statistics of
each texture class is computationally expensive since it
has to be done �on�line� with the segmentation �similar
to the K�means algorithm�

Our viewpoint is that instead of trying to �nd exactly
the �right� features with the maximum discriminative
power� one should �nd a simple and fast way of integrat�
ing multiple or even redundant features� A way to do
this is by using a �disparity� �or homogeneity function
based on the Kolmogorov�Smirnov �KS distance �see
��	� When applied to the histograms h��i and h��i of
two data sets v� and v� the KS distance provides a sim�
ple test statistic for the hypothesis that the two sets are
samples from the same underlying distribution� The KS
distance is the maximum�vertical distance between the
cumulative histograms Fk�t �

Pt
i��� hk�i� �k � �� �

of the two data sets� i�e��

d�v��v� � max���t��jF��t� F��tj
The KS distance always lies in ��� �	 and has a de�

sirable invariance property� it is invariant to strictly
monotone transformations of the data� We can now de�
�ne as the �disparity� measure between two region D�

and D� �which can be of any shape and are not neces�
sarily connected the function

��D�� D� � max��i�md�y
�i��D��y

�i��D� ��

where y�i��D denotes the data in a region of the ith

�feature image�� Again � � ��D�� D� � � and a value
close to � �� means that the likelihood of homogeneity
is very large �small�

Apart from its invariance to strictly monotone trans�
formations this disparity measure has the property of
having the same interpretation anywhere in the image
�i�e�� it is automatically calibrated to the di�ering sta�
tistical properties of di�erent areas of the image�

We have chosen to use this type of disparity function
in our experiments� even though it may not be the best
possible way to perform texture classi�cation� because it
provides a good basis to compare di�erent feature sets�
Note that the histogram is a compact representation of
all the �rst order information of a random set� whereas
�rst order moments �mean� variance etc� carry only
partial �rst order information�



� Experimental results

In order to evaluate the discriminative power of our
features we performed some simple classi�cation exper�
iments using Brodatz textures� We used one set of 

Brodatz microtextures �������� and trained the clas�
si�cation system using our method� the Laws �lters� the
Gabor �lters and the GMRF model of �th order �for
this order of the GMRF model we found the best classi�
�cation results� Then we subdivided each pattern into
non�overlapping blocks of sizes ���� ��� ���� �� and
����� For the �rst three methods� we used the dispar�
ity function of section � and for the GMRF model we
used the joint conditional PDF of the data in a block
�see ���� �	 in order to classify each block to the �clos�
est� class�

Figures ��a��g show the correct classi�cation rates
of the methods for di�erent block sizes� It can be seen
that the proposed set has� in general� a better and more
consistent behaviour than either the Laws masks �e�
the Gabor �lters �f or the GMRF model �g� Its per�
formance is further improved if we consider the second
order histograms of the proposed features �b resulting
from the neighbourhood con�guration of �g� �� Im�
proved classi�cation rates are obtained when multiple
smoothing scales are used �c� especially when di�eren�
tial features are included �d�

Notice that the GMRF does not have very consistent
behaviour� while it models some textures very well it se�
riously fails for others �e�g�� D�� We also experimented
with macrotextures and we found that the proposed set
performed even more favourably compared to the linear
�ltering methods� while the GMRF model again pre�
sented an inconsistent behaviour�

Figures ��a��g show the segmentation of a collage
of � Brodatz textures �a� The correct segmentation is
shown in �b� The images in �c� �d and �e are the re�
sults of unsupervised segmentation using the proposed
features at one smoothing scale �c� three smoothing
scales �d� and three smoothing scales with di�erential
features �e� Figure ��f shows the unsupervised seg�
mentation using the Laws features and �g� ��g shows
the supervised segmentation using the GMRF model�
Notice that the GMRF model� although applied in a
supervised mode� performs worse than our features� In
all cases� we applied an hierarchical segmentation algo�
rithm �similar to the one in ���	 where the region label
process is assumed to be a MRF�

� Conclusions

A set or texture features based on the approximation
of the image intensity �eld by a cubic B�spline surface
is proposed here� These features can be computed at
any degree of smoothness of the approximating surface�
The performance of our set improves when di�erential
and second order features are included� The proposed
features provided better classi�cation rates than the

Laws� the Gabor and GMRF texture description meth�
ods� Also� they are particularly suitable for segmenta�
tion because they have a good discriminative power even
for relatively small observation windows�

APPENDIX� Smoothing B�spline transform

Unser et al ��	 showed that for a signal on N equidis�
tant data points the smoothing cubic B�spline transform
can be written as the product of of one causal and one
anticausal �lter�

S��z � ���a��a�� �

�� a�z�� � a�z��
�

�� a�z� � a�z�

��
where

a� � �� cos��� a� � ���

� �

�
���� ��p�

���

��
���� ���

p
� � ����

�

����

� � tan��

�s
����� �

�

�
� � � �� ���� ���

p
� � ����

and � � � is called the smoothing or regularisation coe��

cient which establishes a sort of compromise between ap�
proximation and smoothness� By employing the decom�
posed transfer function ��� the smoothing B�spline �lter
can be implemented recursively with as few as four mul�
tiplications and four additions per sample point� First
the causal component is applied from left to right� and
then the anticausal is applied from right to left� The
extension to the �D case is straightforward�
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Figure �� Segmentation of a � region Brodatz collage�
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Figure �� Neighborhood con�guration for calculation of
second order histograms�
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